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Wheatproteome.org Tutorial 
Figure 1: The home page

Links to proteins discovered in this sample type

This page provides access to each of the major selection mechanisms available to filter the 100,344 loci in 
the current wheat genome annotation. Clicking on an organ or tissue will present an overview of experi-
mentally verified proteins derived from this sample grouped by biochemical function. In this tutorial you 
will use the database to examine the plastid localized glutamate synthase which plays a key role in 
nitrogen assimilation in leaves and export a verified MRM assay to one of its peptides. To follow the 
tutorial, click on the image titled ‘Mature Flag Leaf’ indicated above.

Figure 2: The functional category view

Doing so will load the observed flag leaf proteome summarized by biochemical 
function. These functions are derived from the MapMan heirachical bin system 
which consist of 35 top level bins (figure 2) with functions such as ‘transport’ and  
‘glycolysis’ and step down to the protein complex level through a variable 
number of sub bins. Click the bin titled ‘N-metabolism’ to obtain a  list of 
proteins identified in mature flag leaves which participate in nitrogen 
assimilation and recycling.



Figure 3. The protein view

This protein view contains 25 entries which is the total set of wheat proteins filtered on two levels 1: discovered 
in the mature flag leaf sample and 2: categorised as being part of the N metabolic machinery. Protein / locus 
level information is presented in this view. To refine the list of proteins presented here to the plastid localized 
glutamate synthetase you need to modify the prefilled filter tab. Click the ‘Filters’ tab indicated in magenta.

Targeted assay availability - ticks indicate a validated assay, crosses indicate attempted but unsuccessful assay

heatmap of spectral counts across the 24 sample types grouped by 
three categories - green (photosynthetic), gray (non photosynthetic) 
and orange (grain tissues and development)

heatmap of transcript data across the five RNAseq datasets 
grouped by the same three categories

Modify the filters tab

Doing so unhides the custom filters 
section. Delete the prefilled text ‘(12] 
N-metabolism’ from the filter and drop
down the --choose category-- filter

1) delete text 2) Drop down filter



Select N-metabolism

Selecting N-metabolism from this drop-down list will automatically allow the selection of the immmediate child 
bins from a second drop down. These are ‘ammonia metabolism’ ‘misc’ ‘N-degradation’ and ‘nitrate 
metabolism’. Select ammonia metabolism 

Select ammonia metabolism 

To complete the selection process fill the child bin filters to match those seen in figure 7 below then click the ‘Add Bin’ 
button 

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7



Figure 8

Three proteins meet the specified criteria - a ferredoxin dependent glutamate synthetase encoded once on 
each of the three wheat genomes. Click on the top accession to view the protein specific information.

Click to access protein specific information

Protein sequence

Tryptic peptides
Spectral count of observed peptides

To show the peptides we’re interested in drop down the observations box and select ‘only observed’. This filters 
out the theoretical peptides leaving those with experimental data. 

Set to ‘only observed’



Select show 50 entries

Toward the bottom of the list, click the peptide ‘IGGLTLNELGR’



This brings up the peptide view where you can view the MS/MS spectra which identified this peptide and the other 
loci in the genome which may have encoded this peptide. If you look at the right hand page, you’ll note that the 
three proteins which this peptide occurs in are the same three proteins seen in figure 8 of this tutorial. To view one 
of the spectra, click on the top peptide.  

Click this entry

This opens the spectra in an annotated viewer allowing you to view the B and Y ion series which resulted in this 
identification. To retrieve the targeted assay which resulted from this spectra, click back to return to the 
protein level view. 



Click the ‘Export Skyline Transitions’ button

This feature uses the skyline runner command line tool to access the spectral libraries underlying this data and 
selects the exerimentally verified precursor mass and the top five transitions resulting from its collision induced 
dissociation. This information is delivered to the user in the form of a CSV file ready to be loaded into an 
instru-ment method or supplied to a mass spectrometry core facility. Shown below is the example from earlier 
in the tutorial with the y ion series matching the spectra from Figure 13 

Figure 14

To export the targeted assays for these proteins, click to open the export tab 

Figure 15



This specific example was used to generate the assay for this peptide found in figure 6 of the associated publi-
cation. This tutorial has dealt with the specifics of obtaining targeted assays from wheatpreoteome.org, 
however, the resource is multifaceted and will serve a useful role in data exploration as well as generation. An 
example of this can be accessed through the network tab in the protein selection view: click the network tab 
indicated below then click ‘show in network’

Figure 16

Figure 17



This view shows the selected glutamate synthetases in the context of whole cell metabolism, complete with 
their associated substrates and products. To find our selected proteins use the mouse wheel to zoom out 
from the default view

Toward the top of the network, 
two of the nodes are coloured 
blue to indicate you have 
selected them from the protein 
list. Using left click and hold to 
pan around the network and the 
mouse wheel to zoom in, focus 
in on the two blue nodes. 

Figure 18

Figure 19



Doing so shows your selection in a force directed layout of the plant flux-balance model, surrounded 
by their products and substrates and other enzymes participating in related pathways. 

Figure 20
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